
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Classical population 

                      ‘too-late’ conditions 

Abstract 



Three classical examples of ‘Too-late’ population-environment calamities character- 
ized by 99%-plus die-offs (and/or even worse mass mortalities) in ‘low-density’ environ-
mental surroundings that remained 99.998% unoccupied and which appeared to remain 
almost entirely ‘empty’ 
                               
                                                                                        Possible implications for us? 

                                                             
 
 
 
 
See small white dot in image shown left to 
appreciate the “too-late” / “they waited too-
long” moment in time at which their calami-
tous die-offs and/or even worse mass-mor-
talities either began or were already well-
underway. 
 
 
 
In each of the three classical scientific exam-
ples, the combined bodies (or cells) of the 
populations involved physically-occupied 
roughly  2/1000

ths
 of  1% of the environments 

in which they lived. 
 
 
 
 
To envision 2/1000

ths
 of  1% in more familiar 

terms, envision a circle approximately twice 
the diameter of a baseball on an otherwise 
empty basketball court. 

 
 
 
                                                                                  
 

 
 

This article assesses three separate, classical, independent, and quintessential real-world 
population-environment calamities that all took place when the combined bodies (or cells) of 
the populations involved physically-occupied roughly 2/1000ths of 1% of the total environ-
mental area or volume that, visually-speaking, appeared to remain theoretically-available to 
them (see tiny white dot in the image above). 
 
In other words, all three real-world calamities began (or were already well-underway) in “vast 
open-space” / ‘low-density’ conditions (roughly 99.998% unoccupied) that visually-appeared to 
remain ALMOST ENTIRELY ‘EMPTY.’   
 

The real-world data sets assessed address routine outbreaks of dinoflagellate red-tide (e.g., 
Karenia brevis ) in marine environments (which induce environmental calamity by their release 
of wastes into their surroundings), and two separate and classical climb-and-collapse studies of 



mammalian populations (reindeer herds, Rangifer tarandus) on Alaskan islands (Scheffer 
1951;and  Klein 1968). All three offer disquieting testimony concerning humankind’s “vast open-
space” suppositions. 
                                                              For outlines of the three studies together with the supporting mathematics for  
                                                           each, see the links, references, PowerPoints, and PDFs in our attached addenda.  

 
 
 
               Might such classical data sets suggest potential implications for humankind?   
 
 
Examine, for example, the 2/1000ths of 1% image which opens this article (which equals “vast 
open-space” and  exceptionally “low-density” conditions that remain 99.998% unoccupied) and 
then imagine that any of the three subject species 

 
                        consisted of sentient, advanced, and educated organisms.  

 
                                                And then ask yourself this: 
 

 
Given such seemingly “low-density” conditions and seemingly "vast open-space" surroundings, 
how many of even their brightest scholars and most conscientious leaders would discern either 
the DEGREE or the PROXIMITY of the collapse thresholds that their populations  
  
 
                              were ALREADY crossing, violating, and transgressing -  
                        and then respond correctly, sufficiently, adequately, and in time? 
 
 
                      (Instinct has not prepared us for such early arrivals of such dangerous thresholds) 
 
 
With such apparently-prevailing ‘vast open-space’ and ‘low density’ surroundings, would their 
scholars, leaders,  and economic communities assess their population conditions as an immed-
iate emergency necessitating immediate attention?  
                                      
                                                                                  Or would they assess conditions as a matter of a more 
                                                                                                                 distant worry which might be addressed at a later time? 
 
 
Notice that given the visual appearance of such vast 99.998% “unoccupied” and open-space 
conditions, it would be extraordinarily difficult for even the most intelligent, thoughtful, and 
scholarly members of a sentient species to imagine either the degree or the proximity of the 
imminent 99%-plus die-offs and/or mass-mortalities that are about overtake them  
 
                                                      or which were actually already underway.  
 
What all three of our classical examples show quite powerfully, therefore, is that if the scholars 

and leaders of such populations wait until the conditions depicted in our opening image devel-

op, they will have ALREADY waited ‘too-long’.     
 
 



Lastly, there are further implications as well, such as: 
 

(1)  A further implication of this assessment is this:  Because our own species produces far 
more wastes and inflicts far more eradications and damage than any of the three species 
referenced in the studies that we assess, humankind’s currently-unfolding worldwide impacts  
appear to be multiple orders of magnitude worse – than any of those seen in any of the  
three cited classical studies 
 

            strongly suggesting perhaps, that our own thresholds, dangers, and calamities might  

        be expected to arrive even earlier or  far sooner than those in the cited classical examples .  
 

    (In other words, due to our own behaviors as sampled below, our  OWN  too-late / waited-too-long  
       transgressions thresholds might easily be triggered – and expected to occur – far sooner than 
            the 2/1000ths of 1% waited-too-long moments seen in the classical studies that we cite). 
 

[This is because, for example, the cumulative lifetime impacts inflicted by (or in behalf of) an average 
industrialized human being are tens, hundreds, or even thousands of times greater than those of an 
individual reindeer or unicellular dinoflagellate. (For instance, neither the dinoflagellates nor the reindeer 
herds referenced here were technologically-advanced organisms armed with chainsaws, earth-moving 
machinery, automobiles, long-line fishing fleets, nuclear wastes, shopping malls, coal mines, robotic 
machines capable of wood-chipping and mulching a 20-foot-tree in fifteen or twenty seconds, and other 
means by which to speed, magnify, and amplify the degree, extent, rapidity, and efficiency of their 
individual and collective impacts.)]  
 

This means that the cumulative, ongoing, worldwide, ever-growing, and ever-widening adverse impacts 
that today’s humankind collectively exert: (a) occur sooner, (b) are inflicted by fewer individual humans, 
(c) take place far more rapidly, and (d) accumulate more quickly and reach cumulative values, thresholds, 
boundaries, and limits far sooner so that they approach, reach, and potentially breach ecological limits  
 
                                        sooner, more rapidly, and/or at an earlier moment in time.]  

                                                     
 
(2)  An actual, un-manipulated graph of worldwide human population growth over the 10,000 
years of civilization is not an “s-curve,” but is an extreme (and decidedly-pronounced) J-curve. 
   
                                          It may be worth recalling, therefore, that up until now, 
  

  (a) The two most-famous J-curves in all of human history have both been atomic detonations, 
             

          (b)  As J-curve progressions rocket upward along their y-axes, they have a decided 
               tendency to flatten and obliterate everything around themselves in every direction 
   and 
 

(c)  Our own J-curve is not a localized phenomenon, but is global in scale, is mostly unfolding  
       right now in less than a single human lifetime, and is, even as we speak, presently flatten-    
       ing and obliterating the ONLY planetary life-support machinery so far known to exist any-     
       where in the universe. 
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See addenda (next page) for links and additional resources 
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                                                Additional resources  
 
   For related whole-systems understandings, see limiting factors, overshoot, the open-space      
  delusion, and the other classical population growth outcome known as "climb-and-collapse." 
 
OPEN-COURSEWARE COLLECTION ONE 
               (Six PowerPoints) 
                                                 Biospherics Literacy and Sustainability 101  
                                                             Six PowerPoints / Six Days? 
                                 http://www.scribd.com/collections/3705681/Biospherics-Literacy-101-Six-PowerPoints-Five-Days                               
 
   Envision biospheric literacy for all students and first-year undergraduates using freely-downloadable PowerPoints and PDFs which 
   are easily assimilated over a span of one or two weeks, or in comfortable one-day workshops for non-scientists and policymakers 
 
                                                 Global environmental issues?   Introductory Ecology?   Population-environment? 
                                                            Food, water, and sustainability?   Biodiversity and Conservation? 
 
 
 
 
       COLLECTION TWO -  
(Six Executive summary PDFs) 
                                               Priority population-environment PDF collection 

                                                             for Academia and Policymakers 
                                          http://www.scribd.com/collections/3655003/Population-for-Academia-and-Policymakers 

 
 
                                              PPT -  Population, Carrying Capacity, and Limiting 

                                                                 Factors in Natural Systems 

                    http://www.scribd.com/doc/118659074/Population-Carrying-Capacity-and-Limiting-Factors-ppt-version 

                                                                         (PowerPoint) (Also available in Spanish and French) 

http://www.scribd.com/collections/3705681/Biospherics-Literacy-101-Six-PowerPoints-Five-Days
http://www.scribd.com/collections/3655003/Population-for-Academia-and-Policymakers
http://www.scribd.com/doc/118659074/Population-Carrying-Capacity-and-Limiting-Factors-ppt-version


                                  
Population growth: Faster than ever? (pdf )  
http://www.scribd.com/doc/167596053/Population-Growth-J-curves-S-curves-Limits-and-growing-FASTER-actual-numerical-
increase 

Demographic Transition and Life Extension? (pdf)  
http://www.scribd.com/doc/19805610/Demographic-Transition-Theory-Lifeextension-research-and-New-Questions#fullscreen  
 
Conservation: Why 10% goals are not enough (pdf)  
http://www.scribd.com/doc/56393467/Conservation-Why-10-goals-are-not-enough-Read-this#fullscreen 
 
An Introduction to World Population and Demographics (ppt) 
http://www.scribd.com/fullscreen/18366094?access_key=key-20iiu722r2dhym1z49ua  
 
Ecological Services and Biospheric Machinery (ppt) 
http://www.scribd.com/fullscreen/30231732?access_key=key-x4cwny8s654eee30t8s  
 
Razor-thin surface films: Earth's Atmosphere and Seas (ppt) 
http://www.scribd.com/full/28709867?access_key=key-2nz7qoeakn2mqnl8h5o5  
 
Population, Carrying Capacity, and Limiting Factors in Natural Systems (ppt) 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/118659074/Population-Carrying-Capacity-and-Limiting-Factors-ppt-version 
 
Population calamities in "vast open-space" conditions (pdf) 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/81278312/Population-Too-late-conditions-in-nearly-empty-environments 
 
 
                  PPT-Real-world population calamities in seemingly ‘empty’ environments?  
                                  http://www.scribd.com/fullscreen/29284061?access_key=key-1d5uc7f665roaubtur7w 
 
 
                         PDF - Three CLASSICAL and quintessential real-world "Too-Late" population 
                                        calamities in environments that remain 99.998% unoccupied 
                          http://www.scribd.com/doc/81278312/Population-Too-late-conditions-in-nearly-empty-environments 

 
 
 
Sample PowerPoint Examples 

 
 

PPT-Ecological Services and Biospheric Life-support Machinery 
http://www.scribd.com/fullscreen/30231732?access_key=key-x4cwny8s654eee30t8s 
 

PPT– Earth's Atmosphere and Seas as Razor-thin Surface Films 
http://www.scribd.com/full/28709867?access_key=key-2nz7qoeakn2mqnl8h5o5 
 

PPT- An Introduction to World Population and Demographics 
http://www.scribd.com/fullscreen/18366094?access_key=key-20iiu722r2dhym1z49ua 

 

 

 

             Sample PDFs 

                                                                      Slowing down? Really? 
                                                         ASK A NATURAL SYSTEM 
              http://www.scribd.com/doc/167596053/Population-Growth-J-curves-S-curves-Limits-and-growing-FASTER-actual-numerical-increase  
 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/167596053/Population-Growth-J-curves-S-curves-Limits-and-growing-FASTER-actual-numerical-increase
http://www.scribd.com/doc/167596053/Population-Growth-J-curves-S-curves-Limits-and-growing-FASTER-actual-numerical-increase
http://www.scribd.com/doc/19805610/Demographic-Transition-Theory-Lifeextension-research-and-New-Questions#fullscreen
http://www.scribd.com/doc/56393467/Conservation-Why-10-goals-are-not-enough-Read-this#fullscreen
http://www.scribd.com/fullscreen/18366094?access_key=key-20iiu722r2dhym1z49ua
http://www.scribd.com/fullscreen/30231732?access_key=key-x4cwny8s654eee30t8s
http://www.scribd.com/full/28709867?access_key=key-2nz7qoeakn2mqnl8h5o5
http://www.scribd.com/doc/118659074/Population-Carrying-Capacity-and-Limiting-Factors-ppt-version
http://www.scribd.com/doc/81278312/Population-Too-late-conditions-in-nearly-empty-environments
http://www.scribd.com/fullscreen/29284061?access_key=key-1d5uc7f665roaubtur7w
http://www.scribd.com/doc/81278312/Population-Too-late-conditions-in-nearly-empty-environments
http://www.scribd.com/fullscreen/30231732?access_key=key-x4cwny8s654eee30t8s
http://www.scribd.com/full/28709867?access_key=key-2nz7qoeakn2mqnl8h5o5
http://www.scribd.com/fullscreen/18366094?access_key=key-20iiu722r2dhym1z49ua
http://www.scribd.com/doc/167596053/Population-Growth-J-curves-S-curves-Limits-and-growing-FASTER-actual-numerical-increase


Conservation - Why 10% Goals 

May Permit Collapse 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/56393467/Conservation-Why-10-goals-are-not-enough-Read-this#fullscreen  

 

 

Population Momentum - On Steroids 
http://www.calameo.com/read/000676519911b1dd3185d 

The greatest single (and most ignored ) risk in the history of our species 
(12-16 billion by 2100 constitutes the biospheric equivalent of a collision trajectory with a near-earth asteroid)  

 

 
 

A Billion Pages of Theoretical Physics?  
How LARGE is a Billion?  
See attached image ... and/or 

http://www.calameo.com/read/000676519a0f5f8d39904 

(Hint: The answer is 38,461 years) 
 
 

Demographic Transition Suppositions  
Life-extension Research - New Questions 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/19805610/Demographic-Transition-Theory-Lifeextension-research-and-New-Questions#fullscreen 
(How current life-extension research could toss current demographic projections right out the window) 

 

 
 
 
Tags:  (population, limits, carrying capacity, climb-and-collapse, die-offs, overshoot, limiting 
factors, low-density, open-space delusion, vast open-space, thresholds, boundaries, tipping-
points, red-tides, damage, wastes, dynamics, ecological release, environment, ecology, whole-
systems ecology, biosphere, natural systems, natural science, science, biospheric literacy, 
sustainable, sustainability, conservation, deforestation, climate, poverty, hunger, instability, 
international affairs, governance, education, demography, demographics) 
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